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Virus
Source Of
Picnic Illness
The illness suffered by 19 students
who ate at the Saga picnic on Sep-
tember 17 has been diagnosed by the
Ohio Department of Health as a
virus, nor food poisoning, as had
previously been suspected.
Although a report issued by
Kenyon Health service physician Dr.
James McCann stated that the virus
was "transmitted by a buman
being," the exact source of the virus
is still unknown. "I personally
checked aU the food handlers at the
picnic and carne up with nothing."
said McCann.
The afflicted students had not
shared any common food or dining
place other than the fare at the picnic
on the Peirce lawn. Six of them fell ill
after lunch, but they made it to the
'picnic that evening.
All were taken to Mercy Hospital
in Mt. Vernon late that night and
received anti-nauseate and anti-
collinergic drugs. The only one not
released after this treatment was
Hank Kreuger, who was held
overnight to receive fluids in-
travelnously to replace those he had
lost.
At that time, Or. Malcolm Jones
of Mercy Hospital said that "an
educated guess. .would point
towards food poisoning."
Thespian Gall
The Collegian has been hearing
wails and moans about the tacky
organization and inelegant prose of
the flier entitled "A supplement to
the Collegian". Take heart, dear
readers: this was none of our doing.
The Kenyon College Dramatic Club
found it necessary to 'vbcrrow" our
august name for their nefarious
purposes. The Collegian had n~ prior
knowledge, nor did it give consent.
Will K.C.O.C. continue to take the
Collegian's name in vain? Will the
Media Board stand idle as our name
is trampled in the dust? Watch these
pages for further developments!
-The Editors
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43012
From left to right: Sladell. CoaIlCD Presldftlt, .JerO"meMlndes; Secretary,
Vir'ki Wya1t; Treasurer, Mike Spetrino; Vke-Presldenl, Mark Prince; winners
IIfler a small votertumoalln last week', e~lion.
SIMSOC: A Game About
The Games People Play
By BILL McCOWN
The mood in the room was hostile,
perhaps even vicious. The capitalist
tried vainly to speak, but one of the
angry poor lashed outat him bitterly.
"Listen, we're sick of your
promises. We want jobs and we .want
them now. If you don't give them to
us, we're gonna destroy the whole
society. "
The industrial representative
laughed hard. "Please, be
reasonable. We'll try to help you, but
if you aren't interested, we'll just let
you starve." -
Is this a scenario for a future class
confrontation? Or a reprint of the
prelude to a riot? Hardly. Both
speakers were Kenyon students
participating in SIMSOC, a
simulation society game being
sponsored by the Kenyon
Anthropology and Sociology Club
(APES).
SIMSOC, explaiaed club coor-
dinator Mary Fountain is a game
designed 10 recreate in miniature the
conditions of society. Players are
randomly divided into one of four
classes, each with certain allocations
of industry and resources. Struggles
and conflicts arise as each person
must find employment and provide
for his subsistence, and as each
individual and class work to further
their own needs and desires. The
game is further complicated by the
fact that certain ind-ividual acuons,
such as unemployment and death,
affect the societal economics. J f these
levels drop too low, the society
collapses-and the game ends.
Players, who participate in at least
eight seventy-five minute rounds, are
almost all unanimous in their en-
dorsement of the game.
A revolution
"I think everyone's really enjoying
playing," said sophomore Adam
Hoover. "The early rounds were a
bit slow; we had to Jearn the rules.
But it became more interesting once
we caught on. One class staged a
revolution against another and then
arrested them. We wound up with a
socialist state that was broke. I guess
this is the price of violence."
(Continued on page 2)
21%Elect Mindes;
Straus Says Tallies
Are Private
By PETER H. KOHN
Sources close to the Elections Straus said that because he ran the
Committee reported Monday that election he had the right to make that
Jerome Mindes was elected Student decision for the students since the
Council president last week by only student constitution has nothing to
295 of Kenyon's 1400 students (see sayan the matter.
page 2 for the presidential election. ·When asked whether or not the
results). disclosure of election results was a
Former President Kim Straus, part of the democratic process,
speaking on behalf of Student Straus replied that "Kenyon is not a
Council and the Elections Com- democracy."
mittee, said Tuesday that "while When asked whether or not
students have a right" to see these student government at Kenyon was
and other election tallies, acting on democratic, Straus said, "Well
"precedent" he would not release maybe it's not."
them for fear of "embarrassing" and He said that he decided in favor of
"discouraging" candidates. not releasing the individual vote
Both former Elections Committee counts because "it had never been
chairman Mike Spetrino (now done before" and he felt .that
council treasurer) and the new "candidates should be notified
president Jerome Mindes said that before the election that the results
Straus was the only one who had the will be published." He said the
authority to decide in this election precedent is a good one, because
whether or not the tallies would be "with Kenyon's small size if the
released. results were made public it might be
Mindes was the only presidential embarrassing," and, Straus said, "at
candidate who did not want his tallies Kenyon its not worth the em-
released. He agreed with Straus that barrassruent."
the students "have a right in theory" When asked if he would release the
to the information, but added that figures if the candidates wanted them
there were "other circumstances released, Straus said he would not do
involved." When asked what "other so in this election unless told to by
circumstances" he was referring to, Senate, because in his opinion, it
Mindes refused to comment any would "discourage students from
further on the matter and requested running in future elections."
that Kim Straus be contacted. (Continued on P8&e2)
Spetrino said that the issue of
student rights was "a very valid point
because ... there wasn't anything to
hide, and if they (the Candidates) get
creamed they should have considered
the consequences." But, he added,
two other factors must be considered
here: (one) "other people might be
discouraged from running" if they
knew that the election tallies were
going to be released and (two) "those
people who got creamed the first time
might be discouraged from running
again when they wouldn't other-
wise."
When asked in light of this
whether he would like to see the
results released, Sperrino said,
"you're going 10 have to talk to Kim
because he's the one who ran the
election. "
Phi-Kaps, Dekes Lure 30 Pledges
Fraternities Reap Rewards Of Fruitful Rush
By PETER LYNCH
As a result of an intensive five-
Weekrush period, the Dekes and Phi
Kapps led the Hilltop Derby, each
luring 30 freshman pledges. Psi U's
followed with 16, the Betas and
ALO's with 12 each, the Peeps, with
11 freshmen and nine sophomores,
the 0 Phi's with ten frosh, the Delts·
eight, and the AD's four,
In what has been to date the most
productive fraternity rush in recent
memory, the authors of success
attribute their accomplishment to an
improved outlook and a more diverse
rush effon: an aDODynkJUS Phi Kapp
remarked, "everybody pullea
together for the first time in· two
years. "
Instead of relying solely on large,
crowded and unruly parties to attract
prospective pledges, the most suc-
cessful fraternities emphasized one-
to-one contact with freshmen they
hoped to bid, concentrating on
presenting the fraternity system itself
rather than seUing the merits of an
individual chapter. The diverse
interests of aetiv~ members were
matched to those of the freshman
class-"if a guy is 'interested in
photoaraphy and skiing, you don't
send someone down to talk foot-
ball:" As a resull, more fratendty
mcmben were actively involved in
rush than in previous years, and the
statistics speak for themselves; more
than fifty per cent of the (male)
freshman class pledged one fraternity
or another.
Although the composition of this
particular freshman class and a
national trend towards increased
fraternity. membership may have
been peripheral factors in deter-
mining the size of the pledge class,
those who planned and executed the
1975 rush placed their stress on effort
and honesty: "There wam't as much
deception this year as there has been
in the past," said Deke Rush
Chairman Loring Bowen, "we
avoided making the outrageous
promises and statements that have
sometimes characterized rush in
previous years; we honestly told
freshmen what was involved in
fraternity life, and I think they
appreciated it."
"It was a good overall rush:'
echoed Vice President Ches.
Kingery, "In the last few years, there
have always been a few fraternities
that looked really good during rush,
and the rest looked like shit. This
year, because some frats had a
substantial graduating senior class
and knew that a good rush was a
matter of survival, everybody looked
good, and the freshmen responded."
(Continued on paae 1)
Mindes Cites
Platform
In Victory
In his first press conference with
Collegian reporters, Sunday Nov. 9,
newly elected President Jerome
Mindes said that the decisive factor
in last week's election was the force
of his position paper, printed in the
Oct, 30 issue of the Cofkgiun.
"Maybe Mr. King, Mr. Franchek,
Mr. Tach and I would agree on
Kenyon issues," he said, "because
there just are not that damn many of
them. But although we direct our-
selves to the same' issues, our ap-
proach is different. That is definitely
what I tried to get across in my
position paper, I used demonstrative
terms: 'must', 'has no choice but to'.
I see it as an inevitability that there
are certain things Student CouncU
must talk about, no matter who is in
charge."
Mindes went on to criticize the
inefficiency of preceeding Council
administrations.
"StUdents don't know what's
being discussed and what issues have
been raised at any particular meetiDa
until after the meeting is over. The
representatives are not to blame for
tbis," he said, "because they aren't
told what's going to be on theaaenda
until it's brought up at tbe memna.
This is the responsibility of tile
executive ('-"=lII1ittce UDder the
direction of the Praident. ,.
The result. Mindel said, is. ..
..- CouncII .... __
(~."'''_J)
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Political Science Professors Offer
Different Views On Vote Tally Issue
(Continued from page 1)
The Political Science Department
when asked to comment, came out
four to two in favor of releasing the
individual tallies, with one ab-
stention. In order to protect those
who wish to remain anonvmous all
names have been withheld.
-"It's silly. It's absurd: You take a
risk by running in the first place. The
people you don't want to run are
those who would be afraid of the Jerome Mindes 270 38.8 19.3
results." Tom Toch 170 245 12 I-"One would be inclined to publish .'
the figures. The weight of the Peter King 145 20.9 10.4
argument is on the side of publishing Jim Franchek 110 15.8 78
the tallies. They're resources ... A ~2::;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;;::t:;;;:;;;::::::::::::;l::;;;:::::::;;;:;;;::::::;::£:;;;:;;;;;':;;;:;;;:;;;~person of reasonable fortitude ...
should be able to take it."
-"I think the fact that it's a
democratic election makes it clear
that the vote tallies should be
disclosed to students. I think that the
argument that some students may be
em barrassed is invalid."
-"The students do have a right to Jerome Mindes 295 54.1 21.07
see the vote; it is something which 1-'-::.:.::::::.::.::.:='-1---------+---.:.:-----+---:.::.::.::.:---1
should be made known to their Tom Tech 250 45.9 17.85
re pr e se n tat i ve s . I======±======:::I========±::======~
Then if the students want to see the
tallies they can go to their
representatives. "
-"Since the student constitution
does not specify whether or not the
individual tallies should be released,
it should be left up to the Elections
Committee and the candidates !O
decide. If the candidates want them
released then the Elections Com-
mittee should release them. If the
students want them released then
VEACH-HATfIELD, INC.
Our oim js simply to treot
our rustumer s as we ourselves
would like to be Heated.
For quality aotomotive service
01 low cost
KilROY'S
MARKET
392-5981
8 A.M."12 P.M. DAILY
8 A.M.-9 P.M. SUN.
520 E. GAMBIER
LAST WEEK'S STUDENT COUNCIL PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
TALLIES·
Total number eligible voters: 1400
per cemor _~tude.!!L body which voted: 49.6
Total number of votes cast: 695
[all 397,6101
-500 Harcourt Road
Percent
of votes cast
No.
votes received
Per cent
student bodyName Owned & Operated by ...
The "Dick" Whetzel Family
Beer Ale Wines
Ice Groceries Mi~es
Party Snacks Party Kegs
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TYPEWRITER
CO.
"For typewriter repairs
and service, contact
Harold Milligan."
l)bone 397-8580
WHnSEL'S,
CARRY·OUT
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8 A,M.-9 P.M. SUN.
204 W. CHESTNUT
PRESIDENTIAL RUN OFFS
Total number votes cast: 545 Per cent student body: 38.92
Per cent
student body
Per cent
total votes cast
Number
votes receivedName
* These figures are approximate. They were released by sources
. close to the election committee.
BLOW CUTS - FBOS -
BODY WAVES
"they should amend the constitution."
-"It strikes me [hat this is maybe
the type of election which, most
justifies some secrecy. The purpose
for releasing election figures in
government elections is to influence
policy choices and future elections.
Student elections appear generally to
be less related to policy choices and
almost entirely unrelated to future
elections ... The release of these
figures will only serve to embarrass
candidates and discourage other
students from running."
-"I'm feeling a little bit under the
weather right now."
The Time Has Come To
Get Back To Nature ..
The Natural
Look of
Uniperm 120no
Complete
Hair
Styling
Foe
Men &
Women
Lynn Nugent
Becky Banning
Debbie Little
Esther Menke
r 1
Mindes' Agenda COLONY HOUSE OF BEAUTY
SIMSOC Open Mon. through Sat.
Evenings By Appointment
(Continued from page 1)
or less autonomous in decision
making and policy outlining."
He said that he hoped to resolve
this problem by circulating the
agenda of Council meetings at least
two days prior to C,ouncil's regular
Sunday gatherings, so students and
representatives will at least be aware
of what is going to be discussed. "It
will then be up to the representatives
to get some feedback from students
before they go into the meeting.
"If this were done," he said,
"there would be, at least more so
than now, an open invitation to
contact the representatives on
specific issues, 'not just if anything is
bothering you go and see your
200 S. Gay St. - Phone 397-3710representative', which is pretty much
the way it stands now."
Mindes added that under his
administration Council will not only
attempt to "express and formulate
student opinion," but "will in-
vestigate the validity of its foun-
dations. This is particularly im-
portant," he said, "where rumor
gives rise to controversy."
(Continued from page 1)
Junior Jim Gardner commented,
"This game teaches things that can't
be taught inside the class. l vthink
we've learned what power and
position do to people. What's more,
it's great fun."
Junior Diana Goldfarb was
equally enthusiastic. "It's great. I've
never seen a game like this that
creates such tension'. I really want to
play again."
SIMSOC, originally created at the
University of Michigan, was brought
to Kenyon by Howard Sachs, newest
member of the Anthropology-
Sociology department, who played
the game with his wife during
graduate school days at the
University of North Carolina.
Professor Sachs is the coordinator of
the session, a role not unlike the
society's God, "except there's more
paper work involved." Sachs met
with the Anthropology-Sociology
Club and, once they agreed to
sponsor SIMSOC. visited all of. the
department's classes to gather
support for the game.
"I never had any doubts that the
game would catch' on," Sachs said.
"It always does, simply because it's
such a great game. Sometimes the
participants get into it so much that
they counterfeit the simulated
money."
The game has been 50 popular that
many of the present players, as well
as those who could not participate
during this session, are asking when
another game will be scheduled.
"We hope to schedule 0!1-esoon,"
Sachs said, "perhaps on a weekend
where we can play a marathon
session. Hopefully, we'll be playing
several times next semester as well.
Of course, it all depends on the
demand for the game, but with
SIMSOC, I'm sure the demand will
Slay strong."
LAW SCHOOL
is difficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Test
is one of the most crucial factors determining one's
acceptance to or rejection from Jaw school. A good
scoreon the LSAT is a must!
We offer you the opportunity to take part in two full
days of systematic analysis of all phasesof the LSAT.
Increase your score by participating in this compre-
hensivepreparation.
For information, write or call now.
Mindes felt that the health service
personnel, athletic facilities, and the
Film Society and WKCO were topics
for discussion. on the upcoming
agenda based upon student opini~ns
he has received concerning these
organizations.
LSAT METHODS, Inc.
11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(513) 772-1110
Successful- Rush
(Continued from page 1)
The key difference? For one, the
time-honored practice of regaling the
freshman on the weekends and
ignoring him du'ring the week was
largely abandoned: "Last year, most
of our members were apathetic about
rush," explained Peep President Bob
May. "Because our personalities are
out of touch with a high-powered
traditional rush", he said, "alot of
people sat back last year and waited
for the freshmen to come to them.
They came, but didn't always stay.
This year, we tried to stress more
persnal contact out of the division.
We've always worked well down at
this end of campus, and we always
get a lot of sophomore pledges, but
sometimes you just can't wait until
next year."
On the other hand, the large pledge
turnout was equally due to the
determination of many freshmen to
join particular fraternities in a bloc,
and through strength of numbers, to
.control fraternity policy upon ac-
tivation. This was particularly true in
those cases where a disappoiming
rush in the last few years had
weakened fraternity membership;
ambitious freshmen, seeing the
opportunity to enjoy the benefits of
an established, College-sanctioned
organization-and at the same time
control its operations-convinced
friends and neighbors to pledge along
with them: "The freshmen we knew'
down at the other end did half the
work for me," claimed Peep
Pledgemaster Paul Smarr, "And
when you've got that kind of an
operation going for you, alii can say
is........'what a rush!'"
Although this year's impressive
rush may be seen by some as a
demonstration of both the return of
pro-fraternity sentiment to Kenyon
and the superfluity of the short-lived
House System, a more immediate
conclusion may be drawn; to the
male members of the class of '79, the
fraternities are not 'solely social
centers to be visited on the weekend,
then forgotten. Instead, they are
organized residential units on the
Hill, concerned with preserving their
communal life and essentially
cooperative character.
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Givens Sees 'Overwhelming' Positive
Response To 'Kenyon Today' Conference
The "Kenyon Today" conference,
intended to attract wider financial
support for the college. drew an
"overwhelming" positive response
last weekend, according to con-
ference director ,Mr. Douglas Givens.
The conference brought 17
"friends" of the college here for a
one-day, in-depth look at Kenyon's
academic programs. "Friends" of
Kenyon included parents, alumni and
concerned patrons. "We wanted to
present a conference that would give
the feeling or the emotion of the
philosophical idea behind Kenyon
College", said Mr. Givens, Kenyon's
Assistant Director of Development.
Guests of the conference were
shown a wide display of Kenyon's
academic offerings, featuring a look
at the IPHS and the Off-Campus
Activities Program in Psychology.
Givens said the visitors were
"really impressed with it.•.They
wished that everybody in their own
groups could have taken pans."
Givens hopes to expand the eon-
ference in the future. "We're going
By DAVID McDONOUGH
to work towards having two a
year-one in the fall and one in the
spring," he said. "I'm reasonably
confident now that we would have no
problem getting IS or 20 people twice
a year.'
Labeling corporate executives
from Ohio and officials from major
philanthropic foundations as the
conference's "target group", Givens
hoped "this program might en-
courage them to become supporters
of Kenyon ... The primary goal of the
"Kenyon Today" conferences to
come," he added, "will be to
acquaint greater numbers of people
more fully with what's going on at
Kenyon .. .If we get people involved
and interested, then they're more
than willing to commit their own
financial resources."
Mr. Givens stressed the idea that
"financial support is only one type of
support: Kenyon's "friends" can
support us through the admissions
effort and in just getting our name
spread about." Guests of future
conferences, he said, "would get the
name of Kenyon College known in
more circles than it's known now."
Givens said that students might be
sponsored "Kenyon Today" con-
ferences through the Student
Delegation to the Vice-President for
Development. perhaps organizing
one of the two planned conferences
each year.
One of the few complaints received
from the conference's guests was that
thev didn't have as much time as tbev
would have liked to talk with
students and faculty. Givens said,
however, that it was a positive
reaction; one that indicated great
interest in the school.
Another minor complaint
registered was that the absence 01
Saturday classes did not allow guests
to sit in on actual classroom sessions.
Mr. Givens said that future con-
ferences might be able to do that if
some classes volunteered to hold
Saturday meetings.
-Inside Senate------------- _
'The Colorado Plan'; Admissions Examined
---,.,.-------------------------PAUL MICHEL
Academic Calendars
The most progressive develop-
ments in Senate's discussion of a
change in the academic calendar have
followed Provost Bruce Haywood's
review of the Colorado College
"block plan". This controversial
arrangement divides the academic
year into nine four-week units, each
of which provides three weeks and
two days of classes. A student enrolls
in a single course each block, which
meets for at least two hours a day.
The result is very intensive study,
with students and faculty being able
to concentrate on one area at a time.
Though Mr. Haywood is not
suggesting that this program be
introduced at Kenyon, fits report to
Senate on November 5 raised some
important questions about the
arrangement of the academic year.
Senate members were quick to
comment on the pros and cons of the
Colorado program. Some asked if
the information acquired during the
four week blocks was retained by the
students. "Colorado College people
are convinced," responded Mr.
Haywood, "that their students'
performance is better than it was ten
years ago." Dean Swan Givens
suggested that the "block system"
does not teach students a practical
attitude towards time use. "I think
that Colorado College is keeping its
students in a kind of curious state for
four years," she said. In his written
memorandum to Senate, Mr.
Haywood noted another negative
aspect of the system: "There are
some subjects that I should not wish
to teach intensively any more than I
should wish to have champagne for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner .every
day •. I beUeve it could be
monotonous in some respects. "
The positive implications of the
"block system" were not overlooked
in the Haywood report. "Most
important," he writes, "is that
Colorado has demonstrated tbat it is
possible to alter the etbos of a college
'by a deliberate alteration of one
element of a college's life .•. There is
a most engaging spirit about the
place ... It is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that students and teachers
are using their time and advantages
more effectively under this system
than under others."
Review of the Colorado College
plan led Senate to a serious critical
evaluation of Kenyon's calendar.
Mr. Haywood has discussed the
current system with many parents,
and assured Senate that there is great
dissatisfaction with the calendar as it
stands. "The college must never
again do wllat it did this year," he
stressed, referring to the vacation
schedule in particular. Mr. Haywood
told Senate that most parents would
prefer that students come home
during the Thanksgiving holiday,
rather than so early in the semester.
There is also parental objection to
the early opening of the school year.
"The ideal college calendar for the
parents would be one where the
college opens a few days after Labor
Day," Mr. Haywood said .
With the Colorado plan, student
and faculty suggestions, and "the
parental affection for the
Thanksgiving vacation" in mind,
Mr. Haywood has proposed an
alternate academic calendar for
Kenyon College. I;laywood sug);ests
sessions. The first would open
shortly after Labor Day and con-
elude at the Thanksgiving vacation.
Students would enroll in three
courses meeting four days a week for
fifty minute periods. with a three day
exam period before vacation. The
second session would stan after a one
week vacation and end with the
beginning of the Christmas break.
During this short session, students
would enroll in one course which
meets every weekday. with one day
for exams before vacation. The
second semester woUld begin in late
January an~ foUow the present
schedule of vacations and exams.
Mr. Haywood's propu:.aJ. Iccc:.I~l:d
enthusiastic response in Senate,
though members had many questions
about die administration of such •
system. The abundance of classes
during the short term, for instance.
could necessitate tbe use of
residential lounges for classroom
space. Dean Thomas Edwards
suggested a detailed study of
financial considerations. Mr
Haywood will discuss the proposal
with Student and Freshman
Councils, as well as with the faculty
and administration.
Minority Recruitment
Prof. Peter Seymour told Senate
that Director of Admissions John
Kushan and President Jordan, who
have been invited to Senate
proceedings to discuss "Recruitment
of minority students, faculty, and
administration." will not be
available until December 10. Prof.
Seymour suggested to Senate that
these discussions be postponed until
that time. Kim Straus. '76, disagreed
strongly, stressing that the matter has
been postponed too long. "I would
feel that the matter is of great
urgency," he said, "Senate can begin
to formulate questions ... " Straus
recommended that Senate stimulate
discussion of the topic in appropriate
student and faculty groups. "I think
the matter has been put off a long
time:' 'Strawi complained, "I don't
think it's too late for this year. I
don't know, maybe it is .•• The
thing I'm really concerned with is ]
think Senate is the logical"bodyto put
the fire under these Broups and set
them saina." Senate is requestiDs
representatives from the Committee
on Equal Educational Opportunities,
the Admissions Department, aJid the
Black Student Union to attend the
next meeting.
The Nov~ber S pr
Illfrked the last Senate mcetina
Senaton Kim Straus. '16,
Rosenfeld, '77. and carl Dolan ••
Senate expressed. sincere
for the work done by t~
and devoted the last momentl of
meetina to partina c:ommeatI
the senators. Strlllll aprmed
concerns of the tbree "-'il!Imemben _ he ad_.._w........,.. .
~"''''"_ ..doors open."
fl LV£R,~VE:
Custom Designed Jewelry
- Handthrown & Built Pottery
Corner of East High & Gey Streets
MOUNT VJRNON
11:00-5:30 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday and SalurdayClosed Thursday and Sunday
HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES
• AND LAWN SUPPLIES
VINE & MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
(614) 397-5747
WIlY NOT DOUBLE- DATE WITH US ? ? ?
Mt. Vernon Shopping Plaza
..,;:;
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-Films In Review'-- _
California Split This Weekend Th Cl 0
---------"----~. ------:----------_THOMASHINCKLEY - e ass f
Rosse Hall will resound with a row, however, he returns from resides when he is in town. The
greatness this weekend. The KFS fare victory only to get mugged in the relationship is one of wann fraternity
boasts three very fine films by three parking lot. rather than sexual or pimp-and-
great, though very different, He meets Bill one night in the hustlers. Prentiss is tough as nails
directors. California Club, a small-time poker with a motherly heart. Welles is
Touch of Evil is Welles at his best club for middle-aged bingo freaks. childishly beautiful, so fragile that
with suspense and squalor. Godard's Together they win and keep on she seems as if she would break like.
Weekend is a horrifying parable on winning until Charlie takes a sudden, china at a touch. But like'a weeping
modern society. capricious trip to Mexico. Bill willow she endures, bending under
Raben Altman's California Split is gambles without him and loses his each brutal tempest only to rise
neither particularly suspenseful nor shirt. When Charlie returns, Bill is again.
overly horrifying. It is, in the end, being hounded by creditors. Bill Paul Lohman's cinematography is
somewhat funny and not a little bit proposes a trip to Reno to do some deadpan, the color grainy. The sound
sad. Altman's principals, Elliot big winning. Money is an obsession is a mishmash of snatches of con-
Gould and George Segal, put in fine with Bill, while for Charlie it is venation that gets irritating in spots.
performances here as Charlie and something to spend. Altman's use of camera angles and
Bill. When they get to Reno, however, a movements is singularly con-
Altman pits his characters against funny thing happens. Bill is well ventional. The camera rather acts as
a cold and indifferent world where ahead in winnings until Charlie a passive, though selective, observer.
greed is the prime motivating force begins coming near him. His Altman's most unique characteristic,
and money the only standard of .obsession has channeled itself into California Spilt perhaps, is his tendency to dwell on
success. The backdrops are the seamy the gambler's art. Charlie's lack of faces. Locations get confused as the
half-worlds of Los Angeles and "seriousness" only breaks his dancers that populate this world. "Itis people dominate the frame. The lined
Reno. concentration. an indomitable spirit that keeps them face of the nude dancer belying her
Charlie could be a professional Such are the basics of the plot. Not alive and in the race. Their blind role as stirrer of fantasy; the anguish
gambler, but he's a little too loose. a compelling story, to be sure. It is .assumption that the next one wilt be on the face of a boxer between
He moves easily in the world of Altman's vision, rather, that tends to the best one maybe an illusion, but it rounds; the wholesome young
lifelong oddsmakers while remaining hang with us. He has a fine eye for is finally this illusion that ennobles American miss who bets a single
humorously detached from it, the tawdry cheapness of the them. And it is their sense of humor dollar on Segal's demonic dice
somewhat like a little kid at a family American milieu, but a passionate that saves them from the blows of throwing. They are all part of Alt-
funeral. Altman seems to use this love for the dreamers trapped in it. inevitable defeat. man's dizzying, yet intensely per-
lightheartedness to explain Charlie's Altman finds one thing of value in Ann Prentiss and Gwen Welles sonal, montage. Their victories are
tendency to win constantly. Twice in the gamblers, whores and "exotic" play two whores with whom Charlie our joys. their defeats, our sorrows.
,
i
Feiffer's 'Little Murders' Open This Weekend
Many Faces With Cronyn, Tandy
Tonight marks me opening of the
Gambier Ensemble Theatre's
production of Little Murders by
Jules Feiffer, which will play for
three performances this weekend and
three next weekend in the Student
Center Theater. The play is a fast-
paced comedy which faces the
starkest realities of modern urban life
with a sharp wit and satiric irony.
Playwright Jules Peiffer is best
known as a cartoonist for The New
Republic & The Village Voice, and as
a satirist and movie reviewer for
popular magazines. Little Murders,
his first play, became an off-
Broadway hit in 19§9 under the
ByBILL McCOWN
On November 20, the Student
Lectureship Committee and the
Dramatic Club will jointly host an
evening of dramatic readings by
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn,
"considered by many critics and
patrons of the theatre alike, to be two
of the most talented and versatile
actors," according to Student
Lectureship Committee director
Mary Ann Brownlow.
"We are quite lucky to be getting
such talent in Gambier," Brownlow
said. "The production, entitled
,Many Faces oj Love rivals in every
way last year's presentation of the
Hollow Crown by t he . Royal
Shakespeare Company. Culturally. it
wilt be one of the most important
events of the semester."
Mark Holub, publicity director,
said that "Miss Tandy is well-known
on both the screen and the stage. A
Tony Award winner for her in-
terpretation of Blanche in Tennessee
William's' original production of the
now classic Street Car Named Desire
she has distinguished herself in a
number of roles ranging from
Shakespeare to Beckett. Among her
screen credits include The Seventh
Cross, Buttey and Hitchock's The
Birds."
Mr. Cronyn is also a Tony Award
winner. His recent works in the
movies Conrack and The Parallax
skilled direction of Alan Arkin, who
also directed the subsequent 'film
version.
The play itself is a portrait m
caricature of the insanities of urban
living as experienced by a middle-
class family in New York City. The
family is a mixture of personalities.
Mr. Newquist staunchly defends
prevailing conventions and in-
stitutions, so long as cash bribes and
sarcastic retorts can keep the world in
line, while Mrs. Newquist smiles
sweetly at nearly anything, to
maintain the illusion thather family
is united and the world is well. Son
Kenny is a grad student who spends
View are probably most familiar to
students, but he has also appeared in
a number of films now regarded as
classic, including The Postman
Always Rings Twice, Sunrise at
Capobello and Hitchcock's Shadow
of Doubt. Holub noted, he is also a
distinguished and critically appraised
director.
Tickets for the concert recital will
be three dollars Jor students and four
November 13, 197
Elly Amelin
ByMARY SEVERS
Lied singer EUy Ameling an
accompanist Dalton Baldwin en
thralled a Kenyon audience thraug
two encores last Thursday night
Rosse Hall.
The program, neatly divided i
half by language and mood, ran
gamut of Mozartian politeness t
Satiezian bawdiness. Th
unquestionable best of the first hal
was "Die junge Nonne" (Schubert),
with which Ms. Ameling convinced
us that no other song could ever be
sung as perfectly. But we were
wrong.
The second half of the concert was
more easily assimilated by the mere
nature of the works. The early
twentieth century French are more
coyly seductive than late Classical
and early Romantic Germans, and
hence more readily appreciated. Ms.
Ameling, however, did not overlook
the differences between Poulenc,
Faure, and Satie. Her Pouleoc
showed the paradox of light melody
and morbid libretto; her Faure had
aU the sensuousness and languor one
could ask for; and her Satie had all
the charms and outrageousness of
outstce world bring little to cheer Eric himself. "La Diva l'Empire"
about: the telephone pervert who coerced even the most hard-hearted
continually calls to breathe into the into adoration, resulting in two
receiver, the existentialist preacher encores and two standing ovations:
whose sermon on "all-rightness" another Satie and a Hugo Wolfe.
turns Patsy's wedding into anarchy, Although Ms. Ameling was the
and the neurotic police lieutenant darling of this concert, one should
whose paranoic excesses finally not overlook Dalton Baldwin, the
convince the family that it's time to pianist. He is the epitome of
face the world four-square. The beautiful accompanying, because he
startling and ironic conclusion lets the singer lead the music and yet
illustrates the high cost of the does not subordinate the piano. His
.family's happiness. own technique was enough reason
Little Murders is directed by for 'one to attend. In "II Vole"
student, Michael McSherry. Per- (Poulenc), Mr. Baldwin gave us
fonnances are as follows: tonight at sensitive and dazzling piano
8:00 p.m., this Saturday and Sunday technique.
at 2:00 p.m. matinees, Wednesday Perhaps the most touching thing
Nov. 19 and Friday Nov. 21 at 8:00 about Ms. Ameling's performance
p.m., and Saturday Nov. 22 at 2:00 was that she was as clearly delighted
p.m. General admission is $1.00, 50 with Kenyon as we were with her.
cents with student LD., and tickets This concert might well be summed
may be purchased at the Student up in the words of Satie: "It's very,
dollars general admission. Both Center box office 2-4 p.m. weekdays, very innocent and at the same time
Brownlow and Holub admit that the or at performances. very, very exciting."
price may seen steep, but feel it is , .,- ,
really an insignificant amount given
the talents of the two performers.
"The principle problem of any
first rate performance is, of course,
the cost, which in this case is really
not that expensive," Brownlow said,
the last time the couple starred in
New York (in the American premier
of Noel Coward's in Two Keys) they
quickly sold out-at fifteen dollars a
seat. Once the Kenyon community
learns of the talent of the two per-
formers, I am sure support will be,
strong. "
Holub agreed, "To be able to walk
over to Rosse Hall on a Thursday
night and see two legendary actors,
whom critics say create history every
time they perform, is a rare ex-
perience for the students at Kenyon,
and is one I am sure they will en-
dorse.
"Thanks t-oa generous offer from
the Student Council to subsidize one
dollar off the price of tickets for
students and the help of the Faculty
Leadership Committee we are able to
jointly offer this production. I am
sure it will be more than a worthwhile
investment. In fact it will be an
unsurpassable evening."
Tickets are on sale today and
tomorrow at the Hill Theater and the
Student Center.
most of his time in the bathroom,
only to emerge with a cheap novel as
a toilet flush resounds. The most
dynamic figure is daughter Patsy,
ever-ready to take on the world's
challenges to her good cheer, and as
the play opens we see her bringing
her boyfriend Alfred to meet the
folks. Alfred is her greatest challenge
ye~: how to reform a self-proclaimed
"apathist" who daydreams while
being mugged and makes a living by
taking photographs of feces.
As the play progresses, these in-
dividuals change in their relation-
ships toward each other and toward
the world. Representatives of the
:' ,
Young Will Rock
Tomorrow Night
Submitted By the
Sodal Commltlee
This Friday night there will be an
all-school dance in the fieldhouse,
from 9:00 p.m,·I:OO a.m. Disco
music will be provided by the
''ChancelJors''-a seven-piece soul
band which includes two frontmen
who can "cook" on everything from
"get-down" funk to rock 'n roll
blues. Then, Saturday night Jerry
Corbett, one of the original
Youngbloods, and Jesse Colin
Young, with his five-piece backup
band: will give a concert in the
fieldhouse starting at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are being sold daily at
meals' in Peirce and Gund dining
halls for 53.50. Tickets will also be
available Saturday night at the door
starting at 6:00 p.m., for the price of
$5.00. Young's albums are available
at the Kenyon Bookstore. His last
three albums: Lightshine, Song for
Julie, and Songbird, have been well-
received.
His music contains elements of
jazz. country, and blues which are
creatively combined to produce songs
of a unique character. Jesse has
many years of experience behind
him, including the time spent witb
the Youngbloods,
�ovember ]3, 1975
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Lords' 20-7 Victory Over Centre
Ends Miserable Season
Spunky Women Sink Muskingum;
Raise Record To 2-4
The 1975 edition of the Kenyon
College football team capped a
dilappointing season with a 20-7
ictory at Centre College (Ky.). The
Il'inraised the Lords' record to 3-6.
Theseason began with a promising
win over Bethany, the eventual
thampioD of their conference. But
the optimism generated by that
performance proved to be ill-
founded as the squad won only one
othergame (over lowly Case Western
Reserve) before last saturday's
leaSODending triumph.
Nearly every game followed the
lame distressing pattern. The
defense, led by standout linebackers
BruceBroxtennan and John Polena,
acquitted itself admirably
throughout the campaign. But the
offense,hampered by 34 fumbles and
10interceptions, could only muster
j] points per game.
In the Centre game, after the first
quarter had yielded only a missed
fieldgoal be each team and a couple
ofpunts, Kenyon scored first on a 24
yard pass from frosh Terry Brog to
By RICHARD MYERS
Rusty "T.D." Cunningham with
14:55 remaining in the half. Giovanni
DiLalla, who became the leading
kicker in Kenyon history, booted the
conversion and it was 7-0. Six
minutes later Brog hit for another
score. This one was a 36 yarder to
Mark Leonard and the defense
preserved the 14-0 margin for the
remainder of the half. '
DiLalla added field goals of 45 and
18 yards in the second half to run the
score to 20-0. Despite being
outgained, 287-235, and losing the
battle of first downs, 19-6, Kenyon
was able to prevent Centre from
scoring until late in the fourth
quarter. The stingy Lord defenders
forced 9 turnovers, including 2 in-
terceptions by Broxterman, and one
each by Grieg Heimbuch, Mark
Leonard, and Ben Medley. Those by
Leonard and Medley stopped Centre
drives that had penetrated deep into
Kenyon territory;
12· Diagonal Picture
MW 4040S
fOO% Solid State
SALE PRICE '9995
See Our Line Of
AM-FMRadi6s
Compact Refrigerator
Color Televisions
HEATON
The defense distinguished itself by
statistically becoming the most ef-
fective unit in Kenyon history. This
year's defense allowed just 260.2
total offensive yards per game,
eclipsing the undefeated 1972 team
low of 260.8 yards per game.
The win provided a satisfying
climax for the nine seniors who
played their last game for the Purple
and White. Those seniors are: Mark
Leonard, Bruce Broxterman, Denny
Hill, George Guzauskas, Rusty
Cunningham, Dan Blend, Giovanni
DiLalla, the injured Pat White, and,
Rich' Levengood. Their four-year
record was 17-16-2.
The Lords will return next year
with a strong defensive nucleus,
including 8 starters. The offense
should be improved. In particular,
the quarterbacking should be less
erratic and Bob Jennings, who
gained 99 yards in 19 carries against
Centre, has proved himself at tail-
back in recent weeks. It is hoped the
triumph over Centre was a portent of
future success.
THE YARN BARN
200 Ent Brooklyn Street
G•• lller. 0111.0
Hours: 12-5 Dally
Homespun SWeaters
Afqhans
Rug Hooking Suppties
Complete·supplies & yarns for Knitting & Crochet
Hats-Hats-Hats
2Of> s. Mulhrry St.
M... nt Vornun. Oloi.
Ph .... : 391·\015
Aer... lrom W•• •• Marl<.t
Knox County's
-Photographic
and
Prescription
Headquarters
CR~)
See OU' J'l1otography
Department far year
'round discounts
[1fi-~rn[J
Through 'Personal Determination'
By BO .JEFFERS
Spectators at the Women's Swim
Club against Muskingum last
Saturday witnessed an outstanding
team effort by the Ladies. The fact
(hat Coach Jim Steen was able to
enter only exhibition competitors in
the last relay, cutting Kenyon's
margin of victory by 14'point~, is an
indication of how well the women
dominated the meet. As in last
seek's performance, nearly every
swimmer had best times in at least
ene event, and the scoring was
dividedevenly. The final score ofthe
meetwas 6744.
Although everyone on the Kenyon
learndid well, three deserve special
mention. Tami Kaplan won two
breaststroke events with her best
times of the season. Betty Doyle
outdid her hat-trick pf victories
achieved last week by winning the
same three events and posting time
drops in all three. Jenny Luker
placed first in the SO yard freestyle.
She won the 5-0yard butterfly as well.
Her times this season have been
tremendous, especially considering
shehas had no previous competitive
Anne <!riffln in the 400 yd. Fretllyle.
swimming experience.
The team's attitude seems to
reflect a strong desire to attain
personal goals. But there is also a
commitment to the team effort. One
swimmer is giving up her eighteenth-
birthday celebration this Friday SOl
she can swim Saturday in the small-
college championship meet for
women at Denison. Although they
The Kenyon College Cross- By .JOHN KRYDER
Country Club closed out t~eir second
seasonwith last place finishes in two
meets: an OAC six team meet at last year's team; and 3) all the teams
Wooster, and the OAC Cross- in the OAC that the club competed
Country Championships at Delaware against are, and have been for a long
Coumrv Club (Ohio Wesleyan). Both time, fully accredited and financed
Were disappointing performances; varsity teams. In the '74 OAC
however, three things must be kept in Championships the Kenyon club did
mind before judging the overall not even field a full squad in the JV
Performance of the team: J) the competition, and only a few of those
learn competed on the varsity level that did run for the club completed
for the first lime in the cham- the course. With a little more support
Plonsbips; 2) despite the bad and interest, it is conceivable tbat
~nishes, there bas been marked Kenyon c,ould have a varsity cross-
Iltlprovement in the club's overall country team next year, and that it
Perfonnance when compared w:lth could improve even more tl\an this
will face much stronger compeucn
this week, the team is optimistic
about their chances £Or a high
placing in the championships. The
victory saturday brought the Ladies'
dual meet record to 2-4, so a good
showing at Denison will be a sue-
cessful way for the club to finish its
second season of competition against
varsity teams.
HECKLER DRUG
833.,500.,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, gran,ts, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to 510.000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15. 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHDLARSHPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90026:
D I am enclosing S9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.--------------------------PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHDLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name' _
Address _
City State' -Z.7ip__
(Califamia residents p1eesa add 6% sates !ex.)
•.,."•.,.-.
year's club.
Jamie Doucen. first man for
Kenyon in all except one race,
deserves special mention fer his fine
running this season. In addition, he
and Coach White were largely
responsible for assembling a
respectable club this year. In no race
did the harriers not give their best.
Coach White's enthusiasm and
support helped the club a great deal,
and the participants are thankful he
could work with them this year. The
runners are also hoping that Coach
White will be made a full-time coach
for Kenyon College's cross-country
team in the autumn of '76.
Cars with AC
or torsion bar,extra.
\ \( I" l' ) l \ I 1
Ii ;»)
Runners Lacking Depth; Place
Last Against Rigorous Competition
Special.
1O·Dercent ciSCQunt '
on labor for ..
Kenyon Students
(Just show LD.)
Get our front-
end a1ilJUDent.
88~OR
806
Coshocton
Ph. 397·7522
Improve tire mileage,
steering. Correct caster,
camber and toe-in to
specifications.
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Touch of Evil. Directed by Orson
Welles. Screenplay by Welles from
the novel .Badge of Evil by Whit
Masterson. With Charlton Heston;
Orson Welles, Janet Leigh and Akim
Tamiroff. 1958, B& W, 95 min.
This sordid story of murder,
drug's, and police corruption in a
Mexican-American border town is
one of Orson Welles' most masterful
films; one that allows him to display
his remarkable talents as actor,
director and script writer. In his
portrayal of police detective Hank
Quinlan, Welles created one of his
most memorable characters, a man
who is as physically grotesque as he is
morally corrupt. The film was shot in
the seedy, nightmarish city of Venice,
California (later used for such grade-
B motorcycle pictures as The Wild
Angels) with a bizarre cast of famous
stars. Marlene Dietrich plays the
proprietor of a brothel. Brief ap-
pearances are made by Joseph
Cotton, Dennis Weaver, Zsa Zsa
Gabor, Mercedes MacCambridge, Weekend
and Akim Tamiroff. Charleton . .:.:.::.::.:;::::----------
Heston plays a Mexican police of-
ficial and Janet Leigh his wife,.who is
victimized by a gang of local hoods
while he is away investigating a case.
The combination of violent action
and allegorical complexity make
Touch of Evil, according to one
critic, a film capable of pleasing both
drive-in audiences and serious
viewers.
Touch of Evil
California Split
California Split. Directed by Robert
Altman. Original screenplay by
Joseph Walsh. With George Segal,
Elliot Gould, Gwen Wells, and Ann
Prentiss. 1974, color, 108min.
'Conceived largely along the same
structural lines that made Nashville
such a critical sensation just months
ago, Robert Altman's California
Split is a brassy, frantic and
provocative film about the gurteral
thrill of winning and losing in Reno,
Nevada. Altman's direction is
restless and imaginatively sassy, but
silently underlined, with a plotted
precision that yields the exact tone
and effect he desires, Recording with
the same multi-track sound system
that so beautifully captured and
conveyed the antic excitement in
Nashville, he drenches the film with a
ceaseless card-parlour babble that
both entrances and excites his
audience.
Teaming with an easy, fluent
comraderie, Elliot Gould and George
Segal give smooth complementive
performances that fit readily into the
off-hand syncopation of Altman's
choreography. Visually animated
and energetically paced, California
Split is a vibrant and compelling
piece of work that ranles with
cinematic inventiveness. Undoub-
tedly, for his considerable technical
innovation, Robert Altman is among
the most exciting filmmakers
working today.
Weekend. Directed by Jean~Luc
Godard. Original screenplay by
Godard. With Mireillc Dare, Jean
Yanne and Jean-Pierre Leaud. 1968,
color, 103min.
Godard is one of the most in-
novative and radical filmmakers
shooting today. Those of you who
have seen Breathless or Masculine-
Feminine can expect a good dose of
the old Godard arsenal. Although
most of his films deal with revolution
in some form or another, Weekend
proves to be revolutionary in nearly
every sense, dealing with rage,
violence and cruelty, as well as other
less graphic themes. "A great
original work. Weekend is
Godard's version of hell and it ranks
with the visions of the greatest ... "
(Pauline Kae1, The New Yorker). "A
fantastic film in which all of life
becomes a weekend-a cataclysmic,
Thursday, Nov. 13
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.-Box Office
opens for Look Back in Anger, Hill
Theater and Student Center Box
Offices.
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.-Box Office
opens to GENERAL PUBLIC for
Hume Cronyn-Jessica Tandy's The
Many Faces of Love, Hill Theater
and Student Center Box Offices.
3:30 p.m.-Career Hour: Dean
Givens and Edwards with Ross
Fraser, Topic: Student Personnel.
8:00 p.m.-Introductory Lecture on
Transcendental Meditation,
Ascension 102.
8:00 p.m.-Opening night of the
Gambier Ensemble Theatre's
production, Little Murders, Student
Center Theater.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture-Natural
Philosophy at Kenyon! A Centennial
Lecture, Prof. Thomas B. Green-
slade, Jr., Kenyon's Physics Dept.,
Biology Aud.
Friday, Nov. 14
7:15 p.m.-Kokosinger's Concert,
Rosse Hall.
8:00 p.m.-Touch of Evil (film),
Dawn Patrol
seismic traffic jam. The film must be
seen for its power, ambition, humor,
and scenes of really astonishing
beauty ... There's nothing like it at
all." (The New York Times)
Dawn Patrol. Directed by Edmund
Goulding. Screenplay by Seton I.
Miller and Daniel Totheroh from the
novel by John Monk Saunders. With
Errol Flynn, David Niven, Basil
Rathbone and Donald Crisp. 1938, B
&W,103min.
\
For its stunning aerial
photography, its crisp production
and brisk pace, Dawn Patrol stands
as a strong and spirited example of
the Hollywood war-film. Set in
World War I, it tells the heroic story
of a valiant British fighter squadron
and the personal conflicts that
threaten its discipline and chain of
.command.
This familiar plot is saved in Dawn
Patrol by the confident, resourceful
direction of Edmund Goulding
(Grand Hotel, The Razorls Edge)
and several sterling performances of
a studied professional discipline that
characterized the best work in this'
genre. Basil Rathbone as a besieged
commander, David Niven as a
robustly-spirited Scotsman, and
Donald Crisp are among the most
outstanding in this impressive cast.
Errol Flynn, once we get used to
seeing him without a sea-breeze in his
hair and a cutlass in his fist, is also
impressive as the film's strapping
young lead.
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CLOTHES. JEWELRY
ACCESSORIES
GAMBIER, OHIO
FARR HALL
GAMBIER
CAMPUS
PIZZA VILLA
We Deliver
427-4800
12·8 p.m.
THE ",NEST IN PRoFESS,ONAI. IIEAUTY CARE
Telephone: 392-1136
:J~n•.B.anl,S~."
FRAN AYERS
401.North Mulberry Street
MI. Vernon, Ohio 43050
DISTINCTIV", HA'" IITVL'HG "OR THII "'ftACIOU. LOOII"
8mitM"
HOME AND OFFICE INTERIORS
397-6191 Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050 397-6086
Headquarters for all school needs
Typewriters Lamps Calculators
Drafting Supplies Records Books Stationery
Goulding's direction, like much
else in the film, smacks of an ef-
ficient Hollywood diligence that
insures its fundamental divertlve
excellence. As sheer entertainment,
and a showcase for expertise film-
making, Dawn Patrol is war-
melodrama at its most enjoyable.
Along Middle Path.
Rosse Hall.
10:00 p.m.-California Split (film),
Rosse Hall.
Saturday, Nov. 15
11:00 a.m.-Women's Small College
International Swim Meet, Denison
University, Granville, Ohio.
2:00 p.m.-Gambier Ensemble
Theatre's production, Little Mur-
ders, Student Center Theater.
8:00 p.m.-Weekend (film), Rosse
Hall.
Sunday, No ..., 16
2:00 p.m.-Gambier Ensemble
Theatre's production, Little Mur-
ders, Student Center Theater.
8:00 p.m.-California Split (film),
Rosse Hall.
10:00 p.m.-Weekend (film), Rosse
Hall.
Monday, Nov. 11
8:00 p.m.-Panel Dis ..us-
sion-Liberal Education: What it is
and What is it Good torr, Profs.
Clor, Rogan and Rice, with Prof.
Shepherd moderating, Lower
Dempsey Hall.
CompUeclByDONNA SCHOENEGGE
Tuesday, Nov. 18
10:00 a.m.-4:bO p.m.-Red Cross
Bloodmobile, Gund Commons
Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-Meeting of League of
Women Voters of' Gam-
b,ier-International Relations, Lower
Dempsey Hall.
8:00 p.m.-Faculty Lec-
ture-Problem of Integrated
Exercise, Prof. Chitta Goswami,
Ascension 116.
Wednesday, Nov. 19
8:00 p.m.-Gambier Ensemble
Theatre's production, Little Mur-
ders, Student Center Theater.
10:00 p.m.-Dawn Patrol (film),
Rosse Hall
Thursday, Nov. 20
4:10 p.m.-Bio Lecture Series: Dr.
Joseph Cooney, University of
Dayton, Ecology and Physiology of a
Hydrocardon-Using Fungus, Bio
Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Dramatic performance
The Many Faces of Love by Hume
Cronyn and Jessica Tandy, Rosse
Hall.
wn/fJ 7 South Main St.
~
Downtown Mt. Vernon
Style and Taste
Make Sense ...
Ringuxilts Has Both
The
Accen,t
House
405 N. Main SI.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Believing that good design does not belong to just
one period of time, Eileen Engel, the owner, has
.nade available to the people in this area the finest
of lamps, pewter. stainless steel, clocks, crystal and
enamel ware from Europe and America. Wall units
are available on order in Teak, Walnut and Rosewood
I'here is much more to find at The Accent House,
open 6 days a week from 10:00 005:30 and the
wner extends a friendly welcome to all.
•
